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	untitled1: Suggested behavior based on the podcast E9: Learning from female leaders with Dr Erica Hinckson
	untitled2: Able to recognize when I am feeling burned out and to stop and reassess. This is usually after a major burnout when you are learning to prevent recurrence. 
	untitled3: Be aware of my specific burnout symptoms. Is it resentment? Is it a tight chest while driving? Is it being late for meetings? Is it missing important emails? Is it exercising less?
	untitled4: I want to have a trigger when I experience those symptoms that I stop and recognize them. That I think about what I can take off my plate. That I can make commitments to do less, weighing up what is most impactfull and enjoyable.
	untitled5: If my burnout symptoms express themselves in a certain place I want to recognize that. Is it in the car? In bed at night? In the office? Do I stop going to get a massage? Where do they show up that I can start to recognize and stay vigilant?
	untitled6: If my burnout symptoms express themselves with certain people. Do I get less patient with my kids? Do I want to avoid certain people? Do I stop enjoying social events? Do I stop going to exercise class?
	untitled7: NA
	untitled8: Anytime a symptoms shows up I need to pay attention. It has likely been there are while and I haven't noticed. So as soon as I notice take action to slow down, reduce my expectations and take things off my plate. Start to say no.
	untitled9: Take action everyday to reduce the load and keep saying no to new things for at least a month. Some people just need a quiet weekend. Others will need to reset over 3 months. 
	untitled10: As you start to notice patterns in your feelings, write them down and leave yourself a message in that place. For example in your car leave a note saying how is your chest feeling today? 
	untitled11: Ignoring the feelings. Not having time or bandwidth to deal with the feelings. Not able to lessen your load due to work or family commitments. 
	untitled12: Tell a friend or a partner what your trigger symptom is. Ask them to check in with you about how you are feeling, especially if they notice a change. When you feel it tell them and brainstorm what you can do to lessen your load.
	untitled13: Write down how often you are feeling the symptom so you can see if it reduces as you take action to lessen your load. Write it in your journal or planner or on a tracking chart in your bathroom. Anywhere you will notice it.
	untitled14: Share your overwhelm with your friends, family and colleagues. Ask for help or pay for it. Remember that role modeling taking a break is good for other team members and your kids. It's ok to set a boundary that you can't take on anything.
	untitled15: Reducing the feelings of concern will be rewarding, but also acknowledging that you have learned to recognize your triggers is important. Recognize the relief when you take things off your plate. At first saying no feels uncomfortable but acknowledge the good feelings when you have less to do.
	untitled16: Write a list of everything you have to do. Score the activities out of 10. Anything less than 5, decide to take it off your list, for now. Practice saying you have no availability at this time. It is temporary and you know you would normally be first to volunteer. Remember that managing your burnout is something you want to do for yourself and your family.
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